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1 I he early yes of f ilmmaking, around 1900, sim
n,air stages '1d theatrica l backclotlls were used, 

. h SOl'l')etimesvith more ingenuity and variety than 
f)lies, as in b bert Pa ul's groundbreaking multi
-rro oge, or M rley's Ghost of 1901 But he rightly 
'S a persisten naturalistic strain in British filmmak
the 191Os, b minated by Cecil Hepworth, who 
d location shoting to scenic const ruction. What 

, Ins there wer; such as Hepw orth's Barnaby Rudge 
.·wlth its elabrate period settings, and Maurice 
liStoncal film of the later 1910s, are among the 
pOrtion of ec'y British films which are lost. 

the studio, 10wever, Britain's pioneer filmmak
1 f ound th enelves at a disadva ntage compared 
YlenCan ane Continental contemporaries. Ede 
liJ r ioLJ s opin~ ns from the 1920s on why Britain 
nO both Ho[~vvood and the newly consolidated 
j ()dustry iml ediately after the First World War. 

igger stud :.s and gaining government support 
uSlry were :rucial in the cases of both Germany 

VVOod, but British producers also traditionally 
art directm a 'luxury', as one of the pioneer 

NOrman A'lold, noted ruefully in 1926 (p. 22), 
r · eir rivals vue producing vast ly more spectacu

Ila1ks to in2stment in design. When the British 
nl finally al ed to protect what was left of the 

.n troducingil British minimum quota in 1929, 
sa minori t view that 'domestic product would 
r~d if the ldustry followed Hollywood's exam

purted Eu )pean film-making talents' (p. 30). 
enewly s_p ported small producers continued 

-:e visually .n impressive fi lms, but Ede ident i
ei9n art d t ~ ctors who came to Brita in during 
• a~d credi:; two of these-the German Alfred 
~jrlCent K ~rda, brother of the Hungarian pro
arder Kor:a-with exe rting 'significant influ
tl1\. develo;ment of British film design' (p. 30), 

-::::Wraining ·'ative talent. Korda gave Britain its 
:i.Jern std io at Denham, while Arthur Rank 

I Pt~ewood and it was at the latter that design
s !)hn Bry:n, Carmen Dillon, Ken Adam and 
e'-ned th E:' craft, before taking advantage of 

'1 '5 ~econd 9 1den age, in the 1960s. 

y : easy to tJ mmarise, but Ede has done much 
'IjL'Qion des] n links aesthetics w ith brute prac

···~ II as b_dgets and timetables, which are 
t llrl1. He p')Vides an extraordin ary amount of 
a about tJdgets and salaries, combining this 

'VL:haractezations of individ ual designers and 
'5. :)r insta r:e, his account of the 'Lime Grove 
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Deco' style that Junge evolved for Jessie Matthews' musi
cals of the mid-1930s not only o ffers rea l design analYSIS, 
but also provides a layer of interpretation of this cycle 
of enormo usly popular films that goes well beyond w hat 
convent ional director or star-based studies can offer. And 
throughout the book, as it moves into Britain's genre 
period, of the Carry On farces and Hammer horrors, and 
on to the 1960s abandonment of studio production in 
favo ur of a location-based 'polemical realism ', Ede shows 
how design history can add to traditiona l fi lm studies 
approaches, dealing as it does with the ways that spaces, 
textures and the built environment convey the non-ver
bal, non-actorly mean ings of ci nema. All of these are in 
danger of being ignored w ithin the British hyper-literary 
tradition, yet it is through such affective qual ities that 
f ilm makes it impact and leaves its trace. Discussing the 
work of Assheton Gorton, who designed two key films of 
the 'swinging London' era, The Knack and Blow-Up, Ede 
quotes Gorton describing his job on these location-based 
films as being 'like being an actor-the director may want 
yo u to offer up an interpretation of London ' (p. 117). 

Throughout, Ede is at pains to show that all film design
ers work within constraints, often extreme, and that most 
consider their efforts to be at the service of the project, 
or of the director, assuming that s/he has a vis ion . He 
quotes the art director Edward Carrick, author of the 
first book on film design t o be published in Britai n, in 
194 1, on the relationshi p between production designer 
and director, compared to that of Chief Eng ineer and 
Captai n. But Ede clearly feels, I think rightly, that some 
Chief Engineers have had better navigational sense than 
their nominal Capta ins. His book could be considered a 
'shadow history' of British production, tracing its peri
ods of relative strength and weakness, its dependencies 
(usually on American financing), and its almost freakish 
moments of triumph . As well as combing the existing lit
erature of British film history for its limited evidence on 
design, he has used trade union archives and a range of 
other sources, and va luably interviewed surviving figures 
from the inter-war years He has also taken the opportu

ity to provide a theoretical framework that may be use
fu l for others in assessing Briti sh cinema, identifying f ive 
' imperatives' (national, producer, director, aesthetic, tech
nological) which have 'filtered' the influence of designers. 

For a book that covers so much ground and history so 
economically, there are very few factual errors and a 
great number of apen;us that will be savoured, especially 
by connoisseurs of British ci nema's lesser-known output_ 
My only regret is that such an excellent text could not 
have been complemented by an adequate quantity of 
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lfi llstrat ions . But considering \·\Ihat is available elsewhere, 
especia lly online, this is a small price to pay for what 
Richards rightly describes as a 'l1 nique and groundbreak
ing stu dy ' . 

doi: 10.1 093/jdh/ept022 

Advance Access publication 31 July 2013 

Ian Christie 
Birkbeck College, University of London, London, UK 

E-mail: ianchristi@gmail.com 

Note 

Christopher Fray llng's two books on Adam were joined by 
my own book, The' Art of Film: John Box and Production 

Design (Wallfl ower Press, London), In 2009 . 

Scandinavian Design: Alternative Histories 

Kjetil Fallan (ed .), Berg, 2012, 288pp, 2012. 51 b&w iI/us., 

cloth, $99.95. ISBN: 9781847889126; paper, $34.95. ISBN: 

9781847889119 

Scandinavian design established itself as a global phenom
enon in the 1950s and maintained its standing through 
much of the 1960s before falling out of favour, replaced 
by Italian and British pop's geometric patterns, tech nicol
our palette and psychedelic aspirations . In subsequent 
decades, broad internationa l interest in Scandinavian 
design remained low This penetrated domestic com
mitment too; when , for instance, Arne Jacobsen's SAS 
Tower in Copenhagen was remodelled in the 1980s, his 
gesamtkunstwerk was dismantled. Curtains and lighting 
fixtures were disca rded and his signature ovular Egg chair 
in each room was repla ced w ith a more contemporary 
cubic leather one. 

Recently first run Eggs from th e SAS Tower have been 
se lling for fi ve-figu re sums, more than twice their esti
mated va lue. The price tag is an accurate indication of a 
turnaround; si nce the 1990s, collectors, museums, and 
academics have renewed their attention to Scandinavian 
design . Though the interest extends beyond the post
Second World War golden age, that is where most of it 
collects- around furniture , textiles, silver, ceramics, and 
glass from the 1950s and 1960s. The region's design 
reviva l has been accompanied by a resurgence of out
dated descriptions of Scandinavian design as humanis
ti c, organic, democrati c, and, perhaps most preposterous 
given its trajectory over the past half-century, timeless. 

mailto:ianchristi@gmail.com


Edited by Kjetil Fallan 

In Scandinavian Design: Alternative Histories, editor Kjetil 
Fallan rejects these characterizations as a 'straightjacket 
of mythologies' (p. 1), stereotypes that are superficial at 
best and caricature at worst. Unl ike other recent publi
cations, most notably Scandinavian Design. Beyond the 
Myth (Arvinius, Stockholm, 2003), which aim to debunk 
the myths by telling new stories about iconic designs like 
Swede Bruno Mathsson's webbed lounge chairs or Finn 
Timo Sa rpaneva 's crystal Orchid vase, Fallan approaches 
the subject by interrogating Sca ndinavia'S far more vast 
design culture. Aside from one essay on Danish pho
tographer Keld Helmer-Petersen 's photographs of Poul 
Kjaerholm's furniture, Fallan's alternative histories eschew 
the Scandinavian design canon nearly entirely, save for 
cryptic references to a taste-making elite. The twelve col
lected essays aim to broaden the field's subject matter by 
introducing design topics like the Swedish Cooperative 
Union's anti-branding policies, a twenty-first century 
Danish 'lifestyle ' kitchen, political activism at Finland's 
national design school, and, in Fallan 's own essay, the leg
acy of streaml ined aluminium trams in inter-war Norway. 
The book is thus issued as a corrective, attending to the 

vast range of objects, policies. and institutions that con
stitute local design culture, and so fractunng the homo
geneity suggested by celebratory studies of Swedish 
furn iture or Finnish glass. In this project of dispersa l, the 
book succeeds. 

This sUCcess is due, in part, to the contributors' diversity of 
approaches to design history, including science and tech
nology studies, art history, and cu ltural studies, and a sub
sequent range of methodologies such as visual analysis, 
consumption studies and business history. Fallan asserts 
his own analytic priorities by organizing the volume into 
three sections: networks, appropriations, and mediations. 
The first section on networks asserts that design is defined 
by broad cultural, political, and economic systems, not 
individual actors. The second on appropriat ions argues 
design's relationa lity and its history as necessarily selec
tive, and the last how design mediates meanings and is 
also mediated by them. For the most part, however, any 
of the essays could have been effortlessly relocated to a 
different section, thus demonstrating how well design 
history has already absorbed these tenets. 

Structurally, the volume's most va luable contribution is its 
first chapter, 'A Historiography of Scandinavian Desig n' 
This multi-authored section surveys the field's extant lit
erature in order to give English language readers a bet
ter sense of the conversation thus far, since much of it 
has been conducted in the region's native languages-it 
is usually Danes who write about Danish design, Swedes 
about Swedish, etc. This vo lume is no exception. 

One problem with these writings on local subject mat
ter is that at times the essays assume familiarity with the 
objects and organizations discussed and neglect to explain 
their broader significance Readers would be helped by 
more detai led explanations of how subject matter like the 
Norwegian choco late bar Stratos matters within a public 
consciousness or serves as either exemplary of or excep
tional within regional or global design culture. 

Fallan frames these localized case studies as the progeny 
of feminism, post-structuralism, and other postmodern 
vehic les of thought, which razed the notion of the mas
ter narrative and raised 'awareness of the relativity and 
plurality of historical accounts' (p. 5). Here the project 
of plurality is in the service of reali zing a populist design 
history. 'The dozen case studies,' Fallan explains, 'do not 
purport to cover any representative ground [. .J nor 
do they profess to constitute [.J decisive or definite 
accounts. They do, however, make up a contribution [ .. 
.J to the expansion and diversification of Scandinavian 
design history ' (p. 237). Buried beneath this modesty is 

Book Reviews 

the compendium'S rea l cont ribution. The volume's best 
essays respond to design history's contemporary impera
tive to look beyond techn iques of production or the eco
nomic activity t hat organizes consumption What the 
essays do IS ask, 'But how? ' 

In 'Just Decoration 7 Ideology and Design in Early
Twentieth-Century Sweden' , Christina Zetterlund pre
sents a case study of Wi lhelm K~ge's Liljebla dinner 
service from 1917 to examine how an idea of the demo
cratic was crucial in establishing Sweden's design tradi
tion . Kage's design, nicknamed the 'workers' service', 
leads Zetterlund to ask, 'Who is the subject implicated 
In th is narrative as it is formulated in the Liljebla case ?' 
(p. 103). To answer this question she poses further ones . 
Why, for Instance, was K!\ge's lily motif marked as demo
cratic wh ile a similar floral pattern was not? Zetterlund 
explains that answering such a question is 'a means to 
exploring why the decorative practices of certain groups 
are appropriated, canonized and sanctioned, thus consti
tuting History, whi le the aesthetic preferences and con
sumer choices of others fall into oblivion' (p . 113) The 
assert ion implicates not only historical actors but also 
reflects on the role of the historian and how she makes 
use of the resources available to her. Zetterlun d concludes 
that t he designs, exhibition materials, writings, and sales 
brochures she consults reveal not the people who used 
the dishes but instead a Swedish bourgeois conception 
of the democratic. 

Min na Sarantola-Weiss's essay, 'Creature Comforts: Soft 
Sofas and the Demise of Modernist Morality in 1970s' 
Finland' extends this inquiry into analytic tactics and the 
limils of historical research. In order to describe the popu
lar appeal of Finnish furniture manufacturer Sopenkorpi's 
Tower sofa suite, a muddled mix of chipboard frame, 
dark-stained veneer, and green plush inspired by contem
porary Czech and neo-Renaissance British designs, she 
insists upon the importance of tactility and yet also how 
'the sense of touch is hard to trace ' (p. 144) [1] . 

Sarantola-Weiss, like Zetterlund, is interested in the peo
ple w ho actually bought and lived with the design in 
question. 'What about the people who actually used the 
sofas?' she asks. 'What do we know about their experi
ences and preferences? ' (p . 144). This inquiry marshals 
a new direction for design history 's interest in consump
tion Typically such studies address how design contrib
utes to identity formation or serves as a marker for social 
class. By asking after people 's experiences and prefer
ences, Sarantola-Weiss proposes that people other than 
deSigners or advertisers can locate and define meanings 
in objects. This kind of work requires studying groups 

Book ReViews 

Fig 1. The three-piece sofa sUire Tower, launched by the 
Sopenkorpi Company in 197 1. The collections of Lahti City 
Museum. Out of copyright 

of individuals instead of demographics. Such a commit
ment, old as design history itself, has typically operated 
within feminism where attention to experiences and 
preferences aims to advance research on production 
and, more specifically, women designers' role within the 
canon . Sarantola-Weiss's essay suggests that it might also 
benefit consumer studies. 

Meanwhile, Stina Teilmann-Lock's essay, '''What's Worth 
Copying Is Worth Protecting": Applied Art and the 
Evolution of Danish Copyright Law', tracks how twentieth 
century Danish copyright law developed to increasingly 
include the applied arts within its purview. By analysing 
legal tracts and court decision, she interrogates the prob
lematic concepts of the original and the copy in design 
studies. While books like Nancy Troy's Couture Culture 
(M IT Press, Cambridge, MA, 2002) have done excel
lent work to clarify this for the unique piece-couture 
for Troy-in relation to popular designs, Teil mann-Lock's 
essay identifies an undeveloped understanding of th e 
relationship between the mass produced object and the 
reproduction or the reissue. 

This is Scandinavian Design : Alternative History's 
most significant achievement-to point its read
ers towards paths of future inquiry. This means more 
than complicating the canon with new research sub
jects. As Malene Breunig demonstrates in her essay on 
Kjaerholm, Helmer-Petersen, and design's photographic 
representation, there are many facets of the canon that 
have yet to be explored . Fallan is correct to argue that 
new research should not be limited just to them . But as 
these texts show, extant discourses can point to new 
modes of analysis. The best essays in this volume ask 
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why the things In the world matter, and how they come 
to constitute such meanings, for whom and in what 
way Satis fYing answers are not always supplied, but 
thi s collection nevertheless th rives on the interrogative 
impulse. The questions asked within its pages are not 
on ly ones for schola rs of Scandinavian design, bu t also 
ones that should be pursued by design history more 
broadly. 

doi : 1 0.1093/jdh/ept011 
Advance Access publication 18 March 2013 
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America's Doll House: The Miniature World 
of Faith Bradford 

William L. Bird, Princeton Architectural Press, 2010. 128 pp., 

20 b&wand 51 col. iI/us., paper, $24. 95. ISBN: 9781 568989747 

In America's 00/1 House, the Miniature World of Faith 
Bradford, William L. Bird, Jr., firmly places within the 

contested history of museum exh ibition at t he Smithsonian 
Institution and in the United Stales one of the most 
popular exhibits at the Smithsonian Instit u tion 'S National 
Museum of American History, the circa 1900 'home' of 
Mr and M rs Peter Doll, their ten children, tw enty pets, five 
household staff, and two visiting grandparents Given the 
author'S success in enhancing the reader's experience of 
the exhibit through the publication of tw o chapters full of 
new, detailed digitally reproduced images of each room 
in the Dolls' House, as well as clear digita l sca ns of previ
ously unavailable archival materials and scrap books com
posed by Fa ith Bradford to accompany the exhibit, it may 
seem churlish to expect the author to expand his inter
pretation of this extraordina ry artefact beyond the scope 
of museology. After all, the history of Faith Bradford's 
display at the Smithsonian Institution, indeed of all dolls' 
house displays, viscerally and intellectually engages with 
larger cu ltural studies and social science research, includ
ing the obvious categories of gender, family, class, and 
race studies. While some readers may find the author's 
narrow focus disappOinting, especially given the tantaliz
ing hints w ithin the exhibit's documentation about the 
importance of gendered decision-making in the devel
opment of the modern Smithsonian Institution, histo
rians, curators, designers and a popular readersh ip will 
find th is transparent portrait of contested interpretation 
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Fig 1. Interior view of all rooms of Fa ith Bradford', Dolls' House 

enlightening and a case study of change broughl about 
by mid-twentIeth century Ideals of the soentific museum, 

In the book's opening essay, Bird detai ls Faith Bradford's 
accretion and the incremental development of the min 
iature household furni shings and display cases that com
prised the dreamscape and soci ological setting for the 
Family of Doll. In its most developed iteration, the Doll 
Family appeared in a house of twenty-t hree intricately 
planned and detailed rooms, complete with li ghting 
devices, clea ning dev ices, furnishings representative of 
the period from 1900- 1914, and small bisque figures 
of the family members, their pets, t heir household staff 
and two visiti ng grandparents [1]. When she donated the 
Dolls' House to the Smithsonian In 195 1, Faith Bradford 
also donated a narrative describing the preferences and 
habits of all the family, as well as their names, including 
pets and staff BI'a dford, as the fi rst woman li bra ri an to 
head a department at the Li brary of Congress, also used 
her professional cataloguing skills and provided additional 
documentation for the house, including scrap books of 
wall paper and textile samples, and complete room by 
room inventories replete w ith a list of all household items, 

including those in the attic storage area. 

It was to Faith Bradford's and the Doll s' House's advan
tage that they caught the notice of a young museum 
technician, Margaret Brown, who formed an emotional 
and life-long collaboration with Bradford to display this 
extraordinary artefact. Brown, hired directly into the 
museum from college, and given immediate oversight of 
the First Ladies' gowns, because 'You know, none of the 
men in the division cared about it at all' (p. 34), argued 
persuasively for the Dolls' House's importance. In 1951, 
due to Brown's efforts, what Bird refers to as 'a curator 
with a personal stake in a collection (making) for a pas
sionate display' (p. 25), t he Dolls House, complete w ith a 
new housing superstructure, professionally designed to 
her specifications by the Rogay Industrial and Commercial 
Models compa ny, joined the John Bu ll steam locomotive 
and artefacts from industry, as well as the Fi rst Ladies' 
gowns, on display in the nineteenth century Arts and 
Industries Building. This was the very display area that 
earned the Smithsonian the sobriquet, 'The Nation's 

Attic'. 

In the 19605, Frank Taylor, the founding director of the 
recently constituted Museum of History and Technology, 
questioned the Dolls' House's appropriateness for the 
newly built History and Technology Museum, which 
brought a modern presence to the national mall . He con
sidered the Dolls' House to be redolent of the 'emotional 
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display' characteristic of the 'Nation's Attic ' (p. 54) phi
losophy of exh ibition. a display philosophy that he hoped 
t o discontinue In the Illore scientifically reasoned new 
museum. Under Taylor's leadership, the new Smithsonian 
museum budding and exhibition space, described by 
the press as a 'machine to exhibit in', (p. 59), focused 
on industrial and scientif ic technology rather than the 
domestic or, as Bi"d and the curatorial staff of the 19605 
stated, 'emotional and artistic conceptions of reality' 
(p. 50), Despite Director Taylor's misgivings, the leaders 
of the new museum's curatorial group, Anthony Garvan 
and Wi lcomb Washburn, disagreed. Both were trained in 
the still persuasive discipline of American Civilization, and 
viewed the Dolls' House as pa rticularly revealing of a cer
tain t ime and emotional experience of American life, and 
therefore w orthy of exhibition even in a more technologi
cally focu sed museum. While Taylor did not succeed in 
banning the Dolls' House from the NMHT, he did squash 
the development of a new exhibit, the Modern House, 
also from the miniature collection of Faith Bradford 
That house, which presented a dwelling that might meet 
Corbusier's requirements for a machine for living, still 
came encumbered with an imag inary and emotional nar
rative about the eldest married son of the Family of Doll, 
though his family possessed a motorcycle and bottle fed 
their children [2]. Taylor stated that if he were interested 
in exhibiting dolls houses they would need to be authen 
tic, well scaled , and the toys of actual chi ldren (p. 54) 

Fig Z. The Modern House Doll Family 
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